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Faculty suffers malign neglect
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by John Huber
The civil rights movement has taken
on new meaning to whites. Though
racial prejudices have dissipated since
the mid-sixties, whites are beginning to
raise new questions concerning reverse
racism. “The very phrase ‘civil rig h ts’ is
to w hites a signal not of enhanced
freed o m for all, b u t of sp ecial
prerogatives for blacks a t the expense of
w hites,’’ w rites Joseph Sobran in the
Los Angeles Times. B ut in higher educa
tion, could “ special prerogatives for
blacks” benefit blacks and white alike?
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professor bring a fresh dimension to on this cam pus.” But the actualization
liberal learning?
of such desires is complicated by the dif
A black professor is not, of course, ficulties of recruiting black professors.”
professionally superior merely by virtue
Hittle, referring to other colleges who
of his race. B ut he could bring salutary have recruited black professors, says
benefits to an academic community. Pro th a t those schools recruited them in the
fessor Chong Do Hah contends th a t late sixties. "They got into the market
black professors could help w hite
students gain a better perspective of
their relationship with blacks. “ A black
Is the absence of
professor could nurture a willingness to
dispel prejudices th a t blacks are inferior
black professors
and a healthier attitu d e towards blacks
could result.” said Hah.

at Lawrence

a deprivation to students?
when the m arket was good,” says Hittle.
The nucleus of black professors which
these schools developed has made it
easier for them to a ttra c t additional
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blacks to their staffs. But Lawrence did
not "get into the m arket” when it was
most favorable; Lawrence got a late
sta rt in recruiting blacks.
In the early seventies, the adm inistra
tion recognized the need to recruit black
professors. In 1975, m ounting concern
over the failure to recruit black faculty
members prom pted President Thomas
Sm ith to appoint a committee which
developed a policy for declaring a com
m itm ent to affirmative action. Specific
procedures designed to support affir
m ative action include advertising in na
tional journals th a t Lawrence is an equal
opportunity employer, requiring an
ongoing review of the hiring process by
the Dean of Faculty, and a report a t the
end of every hiring to determine what
types of people were turned up in the
search. B ut despite this action there
continued on page 3

Rejective Service

Commentary

EQUAL opportunity procession?
Could black professors make special con
tributions which w hite professors could
not? Students a t Lawrence can only
s p e c u la te
about
such
qu es
tions—Lawrence has no black pro
fessors.
When compared to similar midwestern
colleges, the absence of black faculty
members a t Lawrence becomes more
startling. M acalaster College, in the
heart of St. Paul, has 122 professors, of
which two are black. A t Carleton Col
lege, where there are 133 full-time pro
fessors, there are four black professors.
And Grinnell College, snuggled in the
cornfields of Iowa, has 105 full- time
faculty, four of which are black. And
these black professors teach in a wide
variety of disciplines. B ut is the absence
of black professors a t Lawrence a
deprivation to students? Would a black

Christopher Edley Jr., a professor a t
H arvard Law School, believes th a t “race
still m atters a great deal.” In a
W ashington Post editorial Edley wrote,
“ Race rem ains a useful proxy for a
whole collection of experiences, aspira
tions and sensitivities, in a t least as
strong a way as anyone’s ethnic heritage
or professional experiences shape the
way he understands and explains life.”
There are obvious limits to the extent
one can carry Edley’s argum ent, but his
ideas are veritable.
T h e L a w re n c e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n
recognizes the potential rewards of ap
pointing black faculty members. Dean
Michael Hittle, pointing to the ethnic
and cultural diversity of this country,
says “ We should w ant a faculty th a t is
representative of the country from
which it is drawn. We ought not deny
ourselves the benefits of th a t experience

by Bev Larson
The Selective Service Registration
Act, instituted by President Carter,
caused many young Americans to con
sider the possibility of resisting registra
tion, hence com m itting an act of civil
disobedience. For other males, the
choice to register resulted from a sense
of civic duty. Not since the Vietnam W ar
years have the youth of this nation been
faced with such a dilemma. Over
500,000 males between the ages of 18
and 22 chose to disobey the federal
directive. The Reagan adm inistration
pronounced clear com m itm ent to pro
secute non-registrants, hoping to set an
example which would spur greater com
pliance.
The recent trials of three non
registrants provide concrete examples of
the governm ent’s determ ination to pur
sue registration resisters. While the

Schumucker was convicted on Wednes
day, October 6 and faces sentencing
later this month. Perhaps the decision
rendered in his case will shed light on
the impact of Judge Thompson’s deci
sion.
The c u rre n t resistance to d raft
re g is tra tio n leads one to ask if
Americans are again questioning the
rig h t of the federal governm ent to de
mand registration, despite statem ents
th a t registration will not necessarily
lead to military service or increased
foreign involvement. The symbolic value
of the Selective Serv ice Registration Act
is significant because it dem onstrates to
the Soviet Union and other nations th at
the United S tates has renewed its com
m itm e n t to in c r e a s e d m ilita r y
preparedness.
Aside from the foreign policy implica-

Reagan adm inistration’s policy is con
sistent with the law, the penalities im
posed by the courts appear inconsistent.
The New York Times reports (October 6)
th a t the first non-registrant, Enten Eller
was convicted and ordered to perform
250 hours of community service. The se
cond convicted draft resister, Benjamin
Sasway, faces a much stiffer penalty.
Judge Thompson sentenced Sasway to
30 m onths in a minimum security
prison. Although Judge Thom pson’s
decision falls well within the maximum
penalty, (five years prison term and
$10,000 fine), his decision seems ex
cessively harsh in comparison to the
penalty imposed on Eller. Will Thomp
son’s decision set a precedent for stricter
penalties, or will subsequent court deci
sions continue to reflect the inconsisten
cy of the judicial system ? M ark

tions of compulsory draft registration, it
is evident th a t the U.S. Government,
whether questioned or not, has the
power to demand compliance with
federal legislation. This nation was
founded upon the ideal th at legislation
could not, however, infringe upon the in
dividual rights to religious and moral
beliefs. It is within this realm th a t the
draft registration problem becomes com
plicated. For example, Sasway refuses
to register due to moral convictions;
moreover, he is willing to pay the price
for his beliefs. Sasw ay’s convictions
m ust be respected and a balance ought
to be struck between the power and ob
jectives of the state and the rights of
citizens. The power of the governm ent is
legitimate, however, the courts ought to
prudently pursue a policy of consistent
treatm ent of conscientious objectors.

The admissions
of Admissions
Editors Note; This is the second in a two
part series on the Adm ission Office and
the recent decrease in matriculation.
by Amy Teschner
Like so many other private colleges,
Lawrence is facing the reduced supply of
high school seniors and its untim ely col
lision with a failing national economy.
B ut David Busse, Director of Admis
sion, refuses to be pessimistic; "Of
course we’re concerned ab o u t the
numbers, but there have been times
throughout the p ast when things were
tough; we survive them .” Busse insists
th a t the tough things, like the rising
cost of higher education, th reats to the
availability of governm ent student loans
and the passing on of the post-World
War II baby boom will be overidden by
th e p ro p o se d su rv iv a l: c o m p u te r
technology and m arket research.
D uring the summer m onths two ad
mission specialists visited the Lawrence
campus. Though the Admission Office
often receives inquiries from profes
sional consultants, Larry Lintten, a
m arket research consultant from the
Conference and Financing of Higher
Education, (COFHE) of Cambridge,

Mass. and William Ihlanfeldt, Vice
President for Enrollment Planning at
N orthwestern University were "careful
ly chosen for their reputations.” Their
reports, available to Lawrence in the ear
ly part of September, are the culmina
tion of information on the university’s
status, (received before their visits), and
meetings with the admission staff, facul
ty and students. Ihlanfeldt’s analysis
concerns itself with the admission office
while Lintten s recommendations deal
strictly with m arket research.
According to Busse, “ Lawrence’s ma
jor item of concern is m arket resear
ch—who attends Lawrence and why.”
Not only the visiting consultants but
Lawrence’s own Analytic Studies Com
mittee has suggested th a t the university
look at its m arket and plan for the future
accordingly. Busse said th at his office
will be concentrating on "subjective
assessm ents and objective d a ta .” Some
clarification of th a t claim is coming in
the expansion of adm ission office
research. President Warch recently gave
Busse the go-ahead to alter the position
of A ssistant Director of Admission,
continued on page 7
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Opinion

From Russia with morality

Faculty Commentary

ed. note: Professor Smalley's commen
tary is to be the first installment in a
weekly forum for faculty opinion.
Two years ago I sat in a barber chair
discussing politics with my barber, who
happens to be a proponent of the Moral
Majority. To his argument that, in
America, all m ust bend to the will of the
majority, I offered a simple counter. If
he were to live in a Jewish community, I
told him, it would be the right of that
community, according to his own posi
tion, to prevent him from eating pork.
Moved and perhaps dismayed by this
turn of events, he fell silent and proceed
ed ruthlessly and methodically to but
cher my hair.
Ideas make strange bed-fellows. Six
years ago I sat over a bottle of bad red
wine in Piatigorsk (U.S.S.R.) discussing
with a Soviet guide the differences bet
ween the American and the Soviet views
“When we invented cubism we had no intention whatever o f inventing cubism. We wanted of life. As stout a defender of the Soviet
sim ply to express what was in us. N ot one o f us drew o f a plan o f campaign . . . Young painters system as my barber is of the American,
today often draw up a program to follow, and apply them selves like deligent students to per she brought up the American belief,
form their tasks.
albeit one th at is limited in practice, that
-P A B L O PICASSO the rights of the minority ought to be
Many of those who study social trends are calling today’s college student conservative or protected. This belief she considered to
worse, disinterested. They point out that ambition is overriding self-improvement. In his
matriculation speech, entitled “Values, A Terrible Business,” President Warch suggested we be very un-Soviet. To her the only issue
‘‘open ourselves to exploration of values not to set out to establish or seek uniformity of was to determine the will of the majori
values but at least to admit issues of values and ethics to a central place in our academic com ty. Once accomplished, according to

view from the

munity.” In his lecture, “Sex and the Moral Majority," Roger Libby, a sexologist from the
University of Massachusetts, urged Lawrentians to take the offensive line with the New
Right. On page one of this issue Bev Larson discusses draft registratin and the Federal
government’s inconsistencies in dealing with concientious objectors. Such is the stuff that
should encourage “stammering” about values.
But, as Picasso describes, the student usually insists on a program: today he progresses
from grade mongering to corporate games. And when he strays from his takss for some gen
uine self-expression the venture shouldn't be left unnoted. Some recent events have been en
couraging: the matriculation convocation was well attended this year; Riverview Lounge was
full for Libby’s program last Monday night. When rumor had it this week that the popular
Slavic Trip would be limited to some 18 students the administration came through. Thirtyfive Lawrentians will be accepted for undoubtedly one of the University’s most stimulating
options: an escapade through the Soviet Union.
It is only the second week of the term but the start is a sound one. Perhaps there will be a
few less Lawrentian editorials griping about our apathetic generation and a tightwad ad
ministration. The registration issue, the Moral Majority, the Slavic Trip have all crept into
Viking Room conversation this week. Most Lawrentians may have no intention of becoming
politically active or riding in a van through Russia, but then Picasso invented cubism by
stammering into it.
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Soviet models of behavior dissenters
were honor-bound to shut up. Minority
reports are unknown in the Soviet
Union.
How curious it is th a t the Moral Ma
jority, whose members make such a
demonstration of anti-Communism, ad
vocates such a Soviet position. If it is
the will of the m ajority th a t prayer
should be instilled in Public Schools, so
be it, all students m ust shut up and
pray. If it is the will of the m ajority that
a book shall be burned, so be it, no one
m ust read that book. A book authored,
perhaps by Alexander Solzhenitsyn?
Like most Americans I regard the pro
spect of the Sovietization of America as
one to be avoided at all costs, not ex
cluding even th at of war.
Perhaps I am naive, but 1 believe th at
Americans have always held the posi
tion th at the best society is one th at
grants as much liberty as possible to the
most people. The rights of minorities
must not be thrown away in order to pay
court to the tyranny of the majority.
Sovietization of America m ust be
resisted, no m atter whether the leader
ship of such a movement originates in
the Kremlin or in Lynchburg, Virginia.
PROFESSOR G EO RG E S M A L L E Y,
Slavic

Letters

Line walking: an allegory
To the Editor:
This is a work o f fiction. A n y
resemblance to any persons, living or
half-dead, is purely intentional.

his pistol. Suddenly a handful of men
rush up behind Rich, complaining of the
unfairness of the exam. L et’s call them
Alumni. You had told them weeks before
of the impending examination, and they
Imagine yourself taking some sort of had even offered you money so you
weird, sadistic exam. The rules are very could pay to avoid it. The Alumni rush
simple...you m ust walk a straight line. toward you, hands stretched out to help
Your examiner is a man in heeled leather you up, but with one mighty sweep of
boots and a pistol belt. L et’s call him his black-gloved hand. Rich pushes them
Rich. Rich says, “WALK TH A T aside. He takes aim down his arm, and
L IN E !” You do, and he praises you, tell has almost squeezed the trigger when a
ing you it is time to move on to the se large, bald man in a blue business suit
cond phase of the exam. He pulls out his dashes up behind him. Let’s call him
pistol and shoots off your left kneecap. Daddy Betabudks. ‘‘W hat’s going on
Rich says, “ WALK THAT LIN E !” You here?” demands DB. Rich spits, ‘‘These
do your best, but due to your condition, boys are underachievers. They need
you cannot walk th at line in perfect step. so m e th in g to m ak e th e m w ork
You stumble and limp the line. You harder...like this!” The world explodes
apologize to your examiner, explaining in a splash of red and white pain...then
th a t you could do better had you the use darkness. You awake a little later, and,
of two good legs. Rich tells you that it’s looking down at your legs, see both
alright; th at you did a good job. Then he kneecaps have been shot off. A straight
slips a gloved hand over your shoulder, line is painted on the floor next to you.
and tapping the brim of his hat with his Over your shoulder, two men, one bald
swagger stick, he says, ‘‘I think you and in a blue business suit, the other
show am azing d e term in atio n and slapping his knee with a swagger stick,
capability. I think we should try you on are chanting in unison. “WALK THAT
the third phase.” You realize ju st what LINE! WALK THAT L IN E !”
is m eant by phase three as he reaches for
-C H R IS MEADER

From Animal House to Animal Farm?
To the Editor:

I still remember the frenzied excite
ment of my first toga party. A band of
merry Phi Delts enthusiastically ham
mering on doors and shouting “TOGA!
TOGA!" encouraging us ignorant and
startled freshmen women to push books
aside and wrap ourselves in sheets.
After learning th at they were indeed
serious, I donned a top-sheet and sum
mer sandals and flocked to what was to
be the best frat party-in my opinion-of
the year. Imaginative outfits and 60’s
tunes combined to make a heady even
ing of laughter and dance.
My second year I was determined to
be more prepared for the occasion, and I
even anticipated the fervent hall ritual.
This time I looked more sophisticated in
a multi-colored floral sheet and syn
thetic hat of purple flowers and laurel
leaves. Unaccompanied, I proudly cross
ed College Avenue imagining I was the
source of townie stares. This year I
made a personal contribution to the par
ty by bringing the dancing onto the
front lawn. Following my example, some

people came out through the windows
and some even chose to dance on the
roof. B ut the novelty had worn off and
the music was more contemporary, so
after they stopped playing the Beatles I
opted for Cleo’s - still clad in classical
garb. In such a circumstance Cleo’s was
more fun than the party. Even so, it was
the best-not to mention the only-frat
party I had been to all year.
In the fall of my junior year I took
historiography and was oblivious to all
parties.
This evening, a junior in credits and a
senior in years, I sit in my room and
studiously prepare for tom orrow ’s
tutorial. Engrossed in a book of essays
concerning totalitarianism , I decide
against going to the lecture concerning
sex and the Moral Majority. But I am
not so engrossed th at I don’t overhear
an upperclassman telling a freshman
woman th a t the toga p a rty ’s tonight
and th a t it ’s a great time. I smile to
myself. She advises one to lock her door
if she is not interested in going. Hearing
this, 1 get up to lock my door, for I well

remember the force of a Phi Delt’s
knock. An hour later my book is still
open and I am listening to John
Lennon’s “ No. 9 Dream.” I harken to
chanting and turn down the volume, for
I sense th at I m ust pretend I am not
here. “ Toga...toga...toga!” They are
downstairs and beating, not knocking,
on doors. The sound travels up the
stairs, getting louder and louder as it
reaches my floor. “TOGA! TOGA!
TOGA! ” and pounding combine to make
a torturous noise. They reach my door
and I am overwhelmed a t my feeling of
fear. I freeze and wonder if they’ll knock
down my door. They don’t...but one of
them turns the knob.
The entire episode only lasted a
minute or two. Afterwards I impulsively
went to examine my door. Someone,
presumably the same one who tried to
break into my room, had scribbled
“TOGA” on my memoboard. The pen
cap, lying forlornly on the floor, was the
only casualty.
Some may find my intense emotional
reaction quite humorous or exaggerated.

But if they had ju st read, as I had done,
the following excerpt from Orwell’s
1984, they might have felt the same.
A t this moment the entire group o f peo
ple broke into a deep, slow, rhythmical
c h a n t o f “B -B ! fB ig B ro th er)...
B-B! ... BBJ over and over again...
a heavy, murmurous sound, some
how cu rio u sly s a v a g e ...W in s to n 's
entrails seemed to grow cold...this
subhuman chanting o f “B -B L .B -B !"
always filled him with horror. O f course
he chanted with the r e s t it was impossi
ble to do otherwise. To dissemble your
feelings, to control your face, to do what
everyone else was doing, was an instinc
tive reaction.
Having read this, I couldn’t help b ut
wonder if today’s animal house is tomor
row’s animal farm.

—ELISE TEPPERMAN
E d Note: I t w asn't the same
w ithout you Elise, believe me.
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Faculty :fade to white
have been few black applicants. Over the
p ast ten years only twelve blacks have
been interviewed for faculty appoint
m ents and of those twelve, only two
have been offered a position. There was
one black m ath teacher who tau g h t at
Lawrence briefly in the seventies, but he
returned to school to earn his Ph.D.
An explanation of these startling
statistics is elusive, but H ittle indicated
some im portant elements which underlie
these figures. When a position opens at
Lawrence, the departm ent with the
vacancy seeks to fill a specific sub-area

“/ £ ’s

not the kind

of issue one can
resolve by
willing himself
to resolve it . ”
of th a t discipline. H ittle feels th a t some
schools may “ make securing black facul
ty the objective,” w ithout regard to the
needs of a specific departm ent. A t
Lawrence, there is a tig h t focus in sear
ching for new faculty which inevitably
limits the number of blacks who are
qualified. And, perhaps m ost im portant
ly, there are very few black professors to
choose from. H ittle says, “ I t is a very
competitive business and the number of
candidates is not large."
H i t t l e e m p h a s iz e s th e c o m 
petitiveness in recruiting black pro
fessors by citing the meager number of
blacks earning Ph.D ’s in the 1979-80
academic year. In th a t year a total of

1095 Ph.D ’s were granted to blacks. Of
these, 602 were in education, leaving on
ly 227 in the social sciences, 103 in the
a rts and humanities, 68 in the life
sciences, and 12 in math. H ittle a t
tributed these low numbers to the unat
tractiveness of higher education. Top
black students are lured away from
teaching careers by more lucrative
careers in law or medicine. And the
business world, which has affirmative
action goals of its own, also recruits top
black students. Despite the low number
of blacks available for appointment,
o th e r schools have succeeded in
recruiting black professors. It is possi
ble, than, th a t the Appleton community
hinders Lawrence in appointing blacks.
Professor Hah cites the social struc
ture of the Appleton community as a
possible detrim ent to the appointm ent
of black professors at the university.
Appleton is a predominantly blue-collar
city with an insignificant black popula
tion. Black professors may show reluc
tance to enter such a community as they
could be forced to act as an ideal rolemodel. Hah believes th a t Carleton and
Grinnell are in a better position to
recruit blacks—Carleton is near the
Twin Cities and Grinnell is a small,
agricultural community where blacks
would be more readily accepted by
whites. President Warch and Dean H it
tle, however, are reluctant to attribute
the problem to the Appleton communi

ty.

One m ust be careful when arguing for
the need of black professors, but the
absence of black faculty certainly taints
Lawrence’s goal to educate liberally. A t
tem pts are being made to remedy the
problem, but solutions remain evasive;
as President W arch says " I t ’s not the
kind of issue one can resolve by willing
himself to resolve it.”

Liberal Libby laments New Right
Kirian McCendron
One hundred plus eager ears and eyes
straggled into Riverview Lounge on
Monday night and focused on a stark
podium. Soon a man with pan ts too long
stepped behind and intellects tensed to
receive an affirmation of their pre
conceived ideas. Dr. Roger Libby
delivered a Chautaqua Series speech on
"Sex and the Moral M ajority.” He
discussed and condemned the Moral Ma-

Y OU ta lk in ’ to m e?
jo rity ’s views on, and approaches to,
many sexual and social issues. These in
cluded sexual choices, family relation
ships and governm ent involvem ent
therein. Throughout Libby’s lecture the
larger than normal Chautaqua audience
oohed and aahed a t his statistics and
quotations. There was little disagree
ment from »he liberal arts audience.
Dr. Libb is presently a professor at
the U niversity
M assach u settes'
Center for the Fa
. He is a respected
sociologist, res- * ¿r, sexologist and
author of textb<..
md articles with a
focus on hu./ian s« ality and sex roles.

Beginning his talk with a humorous
vignette, Libby depicted a future where
the Moral M ajority had made gains in
their social crusades. This included the
appointm ent of Je rry Falwell, the
recongnized figurehead of the New
Religious Right, to a new cabinet posi
tion as Ronald Reagan's "M inister of
T ru th .” Libby went on to interlace re
cent events, such as the 1981 passage of
the "Teenage C hastity Bill", with this
imagined future to create an uneasiness
of possibility.
He followed this by describing the
make-up of the Moral M ajority. He
stated th a t the organization is actually a
coalition of approximately 150 different
political and religious groups and
reported th a t only 11% of the United
S tates population is made up of the
tra d itio n a l fa m ily -fa th e r w orking,
mother at home--from which the New
Right solicits its support. “The Moral
M a jo rity ’s lobbying pow er,’’ said
Libby," far exceeds its righful represen
tation.”
Libby cites the male’s, specifically the
white male’s, want of supremacy as a
driving force behind the Moral Majority.
“They w ant to control the political pro
cess to control the economy and they use
the family and sex as tools to do th is.”
Libby sees this attem pted control
following two main veins; direct control
as in law s and le g isla tio n from
W ashington, and indirect control as in
everyday social influences. Bills concer
ning abortion, busing and homosexuali
ty are of prime interest to the lobbyists
and legislators of the New Right
because they exhibit sexism, humanism,
emotions and m ost im portantly a
wielding of power by someone other
than a white man. Indirect control is
transm itted by influencing schools and
the media. Right wing groups have been
able to successfully oppose most public
school sex education classes while also
censoring school texbooks. This censor
ship, whether direct or intimidated, has
reached epidemic proportions, almost a
300% increase since 1970, according to
Libby. Symbolic book burnings have
also become more visible. Across the
media board, the New Right keeps cons-
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News in Briefs

Israeli warplanes blasted a Syrian missile site east of Beirut.
The air strike, which also reportedly hit Palestinian positions, apparently was in
retaliation for a Sunday ambush th at killed six Israeli soldiers. Lebanese President
Amin Gemayel asked acting Premier Shafik Wazzan the head his government, as
U.S. envoy Philip Habib headed home after talks in Syria and Israel on troop
withdrawals.
A n Israeli newspaper said 260 army officers have signed a petition demanding
defense M inister Ariel Sharon resign in the wake o f the Beirut massacre.
New York—Secretary of State George Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister An
drei Gromyko met here Monday for the second time in a week to clarify rather than
solve key issues ranging from arms control to the conflict in the Mideast. A senior
U.S. Official said the talks ‘‘gave them both a chance to su e the other up and...a
chance to explain their positions in detail.”
Reagan said nuclear-freeze advocates are being manipulated by "some who
want the weakening of America,” during a Columbus, Ohio, speech before veterans’
groups. In a campaign swing for GOP candidates in the Nov. 2 elections, the presi
dent said the movement could undercut arms-limitation talks.
W ashington—A federal judge Monday dismissed a lawsuit to cut off military
aid to El Salvador, saying she is unable to determine whether U.S. troops are being
used illegally in th a t country ’s civil war. U.S. D istrict Judge Joyce Hens Green also
said it is Congress' role, not th at of the courts, to decide whether human rights
abuses should trigger an aid cutoff.
Johnson & Johnson appears certain to be served with a series of lawsuits follow
ing deaths from cyanide found in the company’s E xtra-Strength Tylenol capsules. A
$15 million damage suit was filed in Chicago against the company and Jewel Food
Stores on behalf of the widow of one of the seven victims of the poisonings.
Poland’s Parliam ent is expected to disband the suspended Solidarity trade
union late this week in legislation th at would prohibit the founding of national
unions. The law aimed a t curbing workers’ political strength would allow factorylevel unions for a year a t a time.
Bonn—W est German Chancellor Helmut Kohl pledged Monday th a t his new
conservative governm ent would be a “ solid, reliable” partner of the United States
and the other members of the North A tlantic and W est European alliances. “ It is
quite clear for us th a t the peace and freedom of our country are insolubly bound up
with the two pillars of W estern policy," Kohl said.
Peking—China and the Soviet Union returned to the bargaining table for the
first time in three years Monday in an effort to reduce tensions between the two
Communist giants. Moscow’s tough negotiator, Deputy Foreign M inister Leonid Il
yichev, arrived unexpectedly in Peking with a team of Soviet officials to consult on
“the question of Sino-Soviet relations,” the Foreign M inistery said.
London—A fter 31/* years in power, Prime M inister M argaret Thatcher and her
Conservative Party are more popular with voters than they were 12 m onths ago, a
Gallup Poll reported Monday, but it said doubts remain over rising unemployment,
the Falkland Islands war, cost of living and governm ent refusal to meet pay
demands by staff in the state-run National Health Service. The poll was published in
the conservative Daily Telegraph.
W ashington—The College Board said Monday th a t blacks score on average
about 100 points lower in the Scholastic A ptitude Test (SAT) than the national
norm. The new report is the first of what will be an annual summary of how students
fare by ethnic and racial groups and by sex to dem onstrate the need for "more affir
mative action with respect to access to higher education.”
Dallas—America’s northern universities have become "infidel institutions”
because of liberals, the pastor of the world’s largest Southern B aptist congregation
said in a warning to churches in the South. "All of us know the great old schools are
now completely secular. All are lost to the faith. They are infidel institutions," said
Rev. W.A. Criswell.
Performance of the Year—Mark Lee, a relief pitcher for the Portland Beavers of
the Pacific Coast League, was called in to pitch the ninth inning of an Aug. 17 game
against Vancouver. After retiring the first two batters he faced, the last by
strikeout, he departed the mound, throwing off his glove, cap and uniform shirt on
his way to the dugout. After the game he announced his retirem ent from baseball.
"I always wanted to strike out the last man I faced in pro ball. I was afraid if I
faced another man he m ight hit a ball off the handle or som ething,” explained the
29-year-old Mr. Lee. Characterizing baseball as a "gam e of politics,” he said he in
tended to go home to Amarillo, Texas, and “ become a hum an." He added: "Now I
can play husband and father for 50 years."
ta n t pressure on the media to portray
the traditional, nuclear family and avoid
displaying any diviant behavior as is
determined by the New Right. Dr. Libby
attributes their successful campaigns of
influence and intim idation on financial
resources, organization and lack of
organized opposition.
A t this point in his lecture Dr. Libby
made a call for involvement, especially
from members of academia. "M any pro
fessors ignore w hat’s happening around
them while their foundation is being
chiseled out from below.” Dr. Libby
recalled the instance when he almost
missed renewal at the University of
M assachusetts because of right wing
pressure which did not favor his con
troversial course of study.
To conclude his lecture Dr. Libby

delivered his prognosis on the future of
the Moral M ajority. He feels th a t the
Moral M ajority has “peaked” and may
begin to lose some of its influence. But
he also thinks th a t the organization is
drawing strength from the disrupted
economy. " In either case the New Right
is still a group to be reckoned w ith," he
said. "We need to go on the offensive."
The audience remained for a long
period of questions and answers. Only
one dissenting view was voiced and it
was quickly grumbled down by the
liberal artists. Dr. Libby did not even
have to answer the question. He made
them laugh, he made them angry, he
made them feel disgust towards the
Moral Majority. And on this night Dr.
Libby said what wanted to be heard.
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SelfPortrait in seventeen flavors
by Tom O tten
M ature a rtists generally develop a
more or less fixed style a t the beginning
of their careers, which then changes
gradually throughout their lives. This is
not so, however, in the case of Ron
Weaver, who is presently showing pain
tings and drawings a t the Appleton
Gallery of Arts.
Weaver, a 1966 graduate of Yale and
now Associate Professor of A rt a t the
U niversity of W isconsin-O shkosh,
works exclusively with the human
figure, and his styles run the gam ut
from precise photo-realism to the most
distorted and abstracted expressionism.
His palette also varies greatly, from airy
pastels (Model Kneeling) to dark greygreens and maroons constrasted with
clear blues (as in the m ysterious and per
turbing unfinished nude, Diana,) to the
austere blacks and whites of the large
Maurine. This piece is particularly im
pressive. Executed with an airbrush,
this super-realistic rendering of the head
and shoulders of a woman alm ost passes
for a photograph. The painting is a
curious study in co n trast-co n trast bet
ween what is carefully detailed and what
is only suggested through the slightest
touch of pigment, contrast between the
precisely painted illusionistic subject
and the broad, flat, ab stract shapes

S E L F p o r tr a it on a good day.
which form the background.
An extensive series of seventeen small
self-portraits is also included in the
show . M ost are full of slo p p y

brushstrokes and wildly disparate col
ors. Some are very good--it is fascinating
to watch an artist struggle with himself
as a subject m atter through an extended

perio d of tim e - b u t o th e rs ten d
dangerously toward a lack of control
th at seems a bit am ateurish. Curiously,
W eaver's expressionistic style seems to
work best on a large scale, as in Model
Kneeling. The very small size (9” by 12”)
of most of the self-portraits and some of
the other figure studies is strikingly in
consistent with the large, sometimes
violent brushstrokes; there is not
enough room for the viewer’s eye to
follow their movement within such a
small frame.
Several drawings are included in the
show, and a couple of these are
memorable. The study for the painting
Maurine is alm ost as striking as the
painting itself and does not lose its im
p a c t th ro u g h re p e a te d v iew ings.
Likewise, Jennifer continues to hold a
viewer’s interest with its carefully con
trolled pencil strokes and shadings
which contrast with more freely drawn
lines.
Weaver handles his variety of styles
and techniques very well, and when he
successfully synthesizes them in a single
piece, the results are intriguing. The
show continues at the gallery (located at
130 N. Morrison) through Oct. 30; the
public is welcome to attend the opening
reception, which will be held from 7 to 9
PM this evening.

The Clash advance but doesn’t gain

Record review

" Ghetto Defendent it is Heroin pityand Headon once again prove they can their newly adopted home of New York,
cut snappy dance tunes with the best of going so far as to include a half serious not tear gas nor baton charge-That stops
them; the melody here is the catchiest attem pt by Strummer at rapping a la you from taking the city."
one they've had since London C a l l i n g ' s
Kurtis Blow. This cut comes off surpris "Innoculated C ity” and "Atom T an”
"Train in Vain" a few years ago.
ingly well, though, and includes some are both loosely connected anti-war antiThe side ends with a couple of in typical Strummer/Jones lines: "Com- militarv/industrial complex songs th a t
teresting but less listenable songs, "Red batitive. Repetitive. Don’t life ju st funk have been done better before. "D eath is
Angel D ragnet” and "S traight to Hell.
you out?” and “The final game will be a S tar" and "Sean Flynn", on the other
Both these cuts are excursions into Solitaire. Overdrunk on I’ower-.-.Funk hand, don’t really even qualify as songs they more closely resemble some kind of
lyrical territory most major bands would out!
The rest of the songs on this side are n ih ils tic b e a t p o e try rea d w ith
h e sita te to explore: “ Red A ngel
D ragnet” dealing with some of the difficult to follow at best. The lyrics background music.
sleazier aspects of New York City life become increasingly visionary and dis
On the whole Combat Rock represents
and "S traight to Hell" our Viet Nam jointed. although spots of occasional a gamble th at d idn't quite pay off. For
legacy. Lyrically, both cuts are inven brilliance show through. On “ G hetto die-hard Clash fans there will be enough
tive and insightful, the former making Defendent", for example, we find Strum  here to satisfy; for new listeners, well, go
use of some Robert DeNiro lines from mer and Jones taking an unsympathetic listen to London Calling.
the movie Taxi Driver' while the latter view toward the poor:
- A N D Y LA R S O N
tauntingly calls South-East Asia "your
(the U.S.) paradise" and lends advice to
the culturally shellshocked children of
South Vietnam: "Lemme tell you about
your blood. Bamboo Kid, it ain't CocaCola, its Rice". Unfortunately, both
songs lack the pop accessibility that
sparked albums like The Clash and Lon-'
don Calling. While they are interesting
experiments - they don't have the
overall effect of tunes like "Career Op
portunities” or "London Calling.”
This pattern seems to hold on the se
cond half of the album as well. The
songwriting gets much more abstract on
this side and the arrangem ents, in turn,
Metamorphosis
become more unusual and experimental.
After sorting through scores of innovative replies and deliberating through the night the
The opening cut, “Overpowered by
editors have chosen a winner of the “Viva la Eviction" contest. Laurels got to Chris Hub for
governmental hypocrisy, and the lyrics Funk”, is an exception, however. On this
his suggestion that the Beta house be used as private housing for Pete Shaheen, who proved
are to the point. For instance:
number the band adopts the style of the need after single-handedly terrorizing the Phi Delt house last Monday night. Now we can
“You have the right not to be killed."
all rest more comfortably, except for Chris who will suffer from Real Chili's indigestion.
Murder is a Crime! Unless o f course it
was done by a policeman or an
aristocrat. ”
"Car Jam m ing" unfortunately fails to
follow suit, though. Unlike alot of their
other work, it fails to overcome its own
repetitiveness - mainly because the
lyrics never really go anywhere. Then
again, this is a song about being in a
traffic jam , so they shouldn’t, should
they? All cleverness aside, the song re
mains a dud. However, the listener’s ear
is grabbed back on the next cut, the
PLE A S E CONTACT YOUR
energetic ‘‘Should I Stay or Should 1
T-Shirts
Announcements
C AM PU S R EPR ESEN TA TIVE TO
Call Us At
Go?” The simple, straight-forward style
FIND OUT WHAT SER V IC ES
Posters
Greeting Cards
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND
Ext. 6843
once again reminds one of their earlier
QUALITY PR O D U C TS WE HAVE TO
Table
Tents
MAKE VOUR PA RTY A S U C C E S S
(Raymond
House)
Bulletins
a lb u m s , a l th o u g h th e S p a n is h
background lyrics could be straig h t off
For M o r o In fo rm a t io n , C a ll:
- BRING US IDEAS the Sandinista album. The uptem po beat
K
I
V
I
N
Z
L
I
V
O
R
H O URS: M onday 1-4; T u e sd a y 9-12 A 1-4;
is a good lead-in to w hat is far and away

B ursting out of the London punk
scene in 1977, the Clash have come to be
the most respected, most influential and
even most popular bands of this decade.
Their talent quickly outgrew the rather
limited conventions of punk rock, and on
their last two albums, 1980's London
Calling and 1981 s Sandunista, they ex
perimented successfully with a wide
range of sounds, running the gam ut
from garage rock to reggae to gospel.
With the release of Combat Rock on
ft pic Records they once again strike out
for new territory but this time achieve
only mixed success.
• Side one sta rts out with "Know Your
Rights", a tune as raw and bitter as any
of their earlier work and every bit as
powerful. The targets of this tongue-incheek diatribe are all old stand-bys like
social Welfare, police brutality and

You Name It — We Print It

th e album s b est cut, ‘‘Rock the
Casbah.” Strumm er, Jones, Simonon

Cam pus Representative, Plantz
Hall, Room 113, Ext. 6846

W ed n esd a y 9-12; T h u rsd a y 1-4
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College Avenue: the Mixological Mile

The bar facts

by Garcia LaFramboy
nie and her pals-which, o f course, he is.
There is a spurious belief, common to Essentially a novelty bar, entered only
many, th a t A ppleton’s primary commer in the course o f a formal Avenue,
cial concern is the paper industry. This A valon's is rather a sobering
ex
is not the case. It is only when those perience, although the old gal warms up
whistles blow and the millwrights tum  well enough after the initial shock o f in
ble out into their flat-beds, throats par vasion. Appeal also declined after rising
ched and blood unsullied, th a t the costs forced A nn to cease distribution o f
Valley’s financial hub sta rts spinning. her now-rare red hair combs bearing the
For it is then th a t the boys want beer; company logo. For pathos fans only.
frothy, malted, mug-spilling, stomach- Glasses: 35C
filling beer. They want it. They want it
badly and, not unlike one emerging from
finals, they want lots of it. So it seems,
do a fair number of those others past the
sym pathetic age of eighteen, for a t the Fourth Stop: W ettengel’s, 535 W. Col
last count there were sixty-six taverns lege. Prop., M. W ettengel.
pouring busily away in Appleton with no
A side from the best ju k e on the
foreseeable th reat of temperance.
As formidable as this statistic may be.
however, it becomes a mere footnote
when one considers the green-gilled
gargantua th a t is the Avenue. A dipsomaniacal paradise, this stum bling
mile is the prize gem in Appleton’s
alcoholic crown. Boasting no less than
ten gin mills between Drew and Rich
mond streets and a host of side street
subsidiaries, The Ave. has become a
legend in its own right, drawing thirsty
pilgrims from as far away as St.
N orbert's and tem pting, ev^n the tippl
ing T itans of the UW-O. So here, at long
last, is th a t definitive guide for which
the discrim inating drinker has been
waiting: Our A venue-A ppleton’s real
College.

many Madison bars in its indifference
and gaming inclination, this is another
ritual stop which doesn't much invite
the casual visit. Business only.

Seventh Stop: P .J.’s Place, 343 W. Col
lege. Prop., P.J.
A fte r moving into the original Lamb
da Lounge, P.J. added a ladies' room and
proceeded to duplicate the air o f halfbaked shabbiness which he'd cultivated
in his first joint on the south side o f the
street. Calling everybody under the age
of 40 "tiger" and making up prices as he
goes along, your host provides shelter.

The Standard Ave., as encountered in of
ficial counterclockwise rotation.
F irst Stop: DeBruins, 314 E. College
Ave. Proprietor, Leroy DeBruin.
Surviving primarily on the traffick of
lazy Lawrentians and the pitiful sots
who duck in for early morning openers,
D B 's is a dingy little spot that has,
reputedly, not brooked the slightest
change in almost tw enty years. With
seating lim ited to the lengthy and out
moded bar, one is afforded little room for
comfort and less for privacy; but with
only one bartender on d u ty it's simple to
reach over and pour extras; a definite
plus. However, outside o f the really fine
a rray o f E lv is P resley collector
decanters adjoining the stock, D B 's of
fers little more than a corny ju ke and
fun-house reflections in the bar mirrors.
Only if you're desperate. Pitcher: $2.75

Second Stop: The Badger Bar, 326 W.
College. Proprietors: Katie and Sal.
Formerly owned by the legendary
Larry (see Hall o f Fame, below), the
Badger survived the change in owner’ship by preserving Larry's special chili
recipe intact—a shrewd entrepreneurial
decision. Otherwise, it's a comfortable
place. The T V battles with the mundane
juke; some girls from the office will be
giggling it up at one o f the tables and
some Ave. boys will tear themselves
away from Gimbel's long enough to
shoot a few games o f pool, which adds
up to a realistic downtown evening. A
number o f hot plates and other devices
supply a solid selection o f picnic-style
edibles, but the liquor variety is limited
if you're looking for brands or exotic
shots. Good folks. Pitcher: $2.75

habited by the infamous Shack now
glows the Firefly, a place where you pay
for drinks and they serve them to you.
It's a straightforward proposition, com
petently executed-everybody's happy.
Actually, by No. 9, this seems like a
great place, but nobody knows for sure.
Close and friendly, the efficient service
and listenable music make it a con
tender. Not designed for the sake o f
impression-making; not a place to sit
and unwind. This is a drinking establish
ment. That's all. Pitchers: $2.50

Tenth Stop: Jim ’s Place, 223 E. College.
Prop., Jim Mullins.
Solvent only through location, Jim
Mullins has taken great pains never to
fully develop the potential o f this
lucrative establishment. A shady place
with troublesome lighting and early
tenement style decor, Jim 's offers an'
adequate supply o f liquors and m unchy
filler, but provides a dismal juke,
bartenders often hostile to Lawrence af
filiates and a general "Who needs y o u f"
attitude. W hat's more, they've recently
stopped cashing checks, which exhausts
half o f their original utility. It'll do in a
pinch; the bar itself is beautiful but ig
nored, and this is, ultimately, too
representative o f J im 's as a whole. Who
needs it ? Pitchers: $2.75

The Hall of Fame: the Late-Greats of
The Avenue, known yet to but a few:
Lurry: original owner of the Badger Bur;
creator and foremost producer o f Larry's
Special Chili, Larry is the patron saint o f
the Avenue. He never poured a slim
pitcher-his shots were always full. Bless
you, Larry. Bless you.

Saint Michael: Proprietor o f the late
Saint Michael's o f Kimberly, The Saint
ran a fine business until he was finally
forced to leave town pending any
amount o f coming legal action. He may
^ have been a black-marketeer, but he was
a fun-loving, generous fellow, alicays
free with his goods and partial to
Lawrentians. We won't forget you,
M ike-u herever you are.
Avenue, there really isn't much to speak
o f here. Decent stock, friendly ac
comodations and moderate prices com
pensate for the lengthy walk and provide
for a good time on the right night. Give
it a shot; say you 've been there; what the
hell? It's worth it to hear Creedence and
Gene Vincent, which you certainly won't
get anywhere else.

Fifth Stop: The Tumbleweed Tap, Down
the street, Prop., Some Yah-hey.
Heir to the red-neck, glass-chomping
tradition o f such bygone dives as the Old
Son Saloon (see Hall o f Fame), the Tap
will never be more than a dispensary for
meat-headed thugs and a hurried,
disagreeable sto p for d u ty-b o u n d
Avenue-doers. W ith bartenders borrow
ed from a nearby penitentiary and a
clientele prone to distemper, this is a
jo in t to be avoided "D on't like no col
lege pussies. ”

Third Stop: Avalon A nn’s, 332 W. Col
lege. Prop., Avalon Ann.
This is where The A venue begins in
earnest. Between leading o ff at D B 's and
catching up a t the Badger Bar, one m ust Sixth Stop: Dow’s Time Out, 519 W. Col
cross a half-mile no-man 's-land in which lege. Prop. Dow.
It's really too soon to judge this brand
there are no bars a t all! B u t Avalon 's is a
congenial two doors down from Katie new tavern which is replacing Greg's
and Sal, and establishes the pace which Pour House on the second leg. A ll we
will prevail from here on in. It's an in know so far is that the sign is a
tim ate spot, which is to say that upon throwback and that the taps aren't on,
entering, the less-than-regular is m ost in which means cans at 80* a head A
clined to apologize for intruding on An- spacious place, m ost reminiscent o f

chairs, darts and distilled spirits;
nothing else. A bare bones operation in
which form and content are perfectly
merged P.J. asks no questions, tells no
lies and cashes no checks. Average selec
tion. Competitive prices.

Eighth Stop: The Brown Beam, 205 W.
College. Prop., Cleo.
A fter turning the place into a cliche
during the first blurry press o f freshman
assimilation, it is usually about a year
before one can bring him self to cross the
threshold and rediscover that-for the
Avenue-Cleo's isn't a bad place, after
alL Crowded yes; understaffed, yes; garish, God yes. B u t also clean, inexpen
sive and reasonably comfortable. The
decorations are a nuisance, but nobody
else in town can make a "Suffering
Bastard", and after a couple o f them,
those ridiculous little lights and pieces
o f seasonally marked cardboard really
find a place in your heart. Perpetual
crowding results in long waits, but at
least you're waiting for a decent selec
tion and at least you'll drink it in
sanitary comfort. That counts. Pitchers:
$2.75

Ninth Stop: The Firefly Lounge, 109 W.
College. Prop., Tom.
In the subterranean depths once in-

The Old Son Saloon: "Isn 't that where
some guy got killed once?" Yep. Not
ones to smile unnecessarily, the fre
quenters o f both the Old Son and its
sister bar, the R iver ('ity Pub, always let
you know that you weren't welcome.
Then they let you worry about it. For
large groups only. Large, armed groups.
Ratings:
4 Olives - Grand Cru
3 Olives - Bottom's Up
2 Olives - Mouse Stock
1 Olive - Severe Hangover
0 Olives - Delirium Tremens

SaLU
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W E L C O M E to th e T u m b le W eed
Tap.

Don’t Forget:
Columbus Day
October 12
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Of composition, softball and the podium
by Stacey Schmeidel
Ed. Note: This article on Wind E nsem 
ble director and trum peter Robert L evy
is the second in a series o f profiles o f the
conductors o f the major performing
ensembles here at Lawrence.
Mr. Levy holds degress from Ithaca
College and North Texas S tate Universi
ty, and received further music education
a t the University of Iowa and Oberlin
College in Ohio. He came to Lawrence in
the fall of 1979 and assum ed leadership
of both the trum pet studio and the
Lawrence U niversity Wind Ensemble.
Mr. Levy views directing and Wind
Ensemble as a stim ulating challenge to
grow musically. He is especially excited
about the vast repertoire available for
wind ensemble performance. He sees
music as a rewarding process where the
challenge lies in being able “ to get off
the printed page, p ast and beyond the
notation and barlines.” As a conductor,
he feels challenged to get inside the
mind of the composer, ask what the
piece is about, then communicate his
understanding of the piece to the per
formers in the ensemble. “ Following
each concert,” he says, “ this process of
awareness and self-discovery begins all
over again.”
The LU Wind Ensemble has had an
exciting and productive existence under
Mr. Levy’s direction. G uest soloists th at
have performed with the group include
the former tu b aist of the St. Louis Sym
phony, Gary Mask, Brian Bowman,
euphonium soloist with the United
States Air Force Band, saxophonist
Donald Sinta from the University of
Michigan, and several Lawrence faculty
members. L ast year the Wind Ensemble
released a recording of some of the
works of American composer Paul
Creston; a reviewer for the American
Record Guide concluded th a t “this may
well be one of the m ost musical am ateur
bands I have ever heard on or off
records.”
This year Mr. Levy has instituted
some changes in the structure of the
group. As described in the course
catalogue, the group formerly referred
to as the Wind Ensemble is now the
Symphonic B and—a large ensemble
open by audition to all interested wind
and percussion players. In addition, cer
tain members of the Symphonic Band
will be selected to perform in the smaller
Wind Ensemble. Mr. Levy is quick to
note th a t this is not really a change in
form at for the group; because of the
b ro a d n a tu r e of w ind e n sem b le
literatu re, he has frequently used
various-sized ensembles on concerts. He

SOLO
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WINSTON
F R ID A Y , O C T O B E R 22

Appleton West Auditorium
8:00 P.M.
All Seats Reserved

Tickets:
Beggar's Tune
Henri's Music
PDQ Food Stores

BY JANQUIST

also points out th a t this is not an expan
sion of the Wind Ensemble as a group.
By having two large performing wind
groups, the instrum ental music program
will be able to more effectively satisfy
the varying needs of the students in the
ensembles. The Wind Ensemble will
move at a quicker pace, performing ap
proxim ately two half-concerts each
term. The larger Symphonic Band, while
still performing challenging literature,
will perform only one concert per term,

forms as a member of the Lawrence
Brass Quintet. The Q uintet—which also
includes trum peter Larry Darling, horn
player Linda Kimball, trom bonist Kurt
Dietrich, and tubaist Jill W agner—per
forms frequently on and off campus. Mr.
Levy is principal trum pet in the Fox
Valley Symphony, and with marimba
player Gordon Stout performs in a pro
fessional duo known as the Wilder Duo.
In the summer, he is involved with the

I t ’s only second week, and I ’ve
already filled this column with er
ro n e o u s
in f o r m a t i o n —s in c e r e s t
apologies to all the hundreds of students
who flocked to the Music-Drama center
last Friday night to hear the Faculty
Piano Trio. The concert is tonight, Fri
day, October 8, a t 8 p.m. in H arper Hall.
T he e n se m b le —p ia n is t Ted R ehl,
violinist Nancy Messuri, and cellist
Carlton McCreery—will perform the
very popular Trio in c minor, Opus 1, no.
3, by Ludwig von Beethoven, and
M endelssohn's Trio in d minor. I t ’s sure
to be an evening of fine chamber
music—one well worth waiting for.
A special g u e st recital will be
presented next Thursday, October 14 at
8:00 in H arper Hall. Pianist, faculty
m em ber, tw e n tie th -c e n tu ry m usicm aster, and all-around good guy Robert

Below will be joined by soprano
Kathleen Harris and alto Nancy Stowe
to perform several songs for voice and
the recital will open with the Moravian
Duets by Anton Dvorak. This set of thir
teen duets, w ritten during 1875 and
1876, is one of the first works to make
Dvorak well-known outside of his own
country. The duets attracted the atten
tion of Johannes Brahms, who was en
chanted by the folk-like settings of
Moravian poems. In addition, the per
formers will also present selected songs
by Rachmaninoff.
L ast week’s article was said to be dry,
slow and conservative. Give me a break,
guys—things are still kind of slow
around the Con! Stay tuned for news of
the upcoming General Student Recitals!
And don’t forget the Lawrence Song
Contest!

moving at a slower pace, and not deman
ding as much individual practice time
from its members. Auditions for these
groups have already been held, but
anyone still interested in becoming a
member should contact Mr. Levy.
Mr. Levy’s musical interests are not
limited to conducting the Lawrence
ensembles. An active soloist, he has
premiered over 100 compositions, many
w ritten expressly for him. He also per-

Red Lodge Music Festival in Montana,
th e T idew ater M usic F estiv al in
Maryland, and this past summer he con
ducted the A ttic Theatre’s production of
C a rn iv a l. H is a s s o c ia tio n s w ith
American composers have produced a
number of works now published and
available. Recently a new series of con
tem porary brass music, The Robert
Levy Music for Brass Series became
available through Dorn Music Publica-

(EonnotattanB

tions in M assachusetts. To date some
seventeen works by American com
posers have been published in the Series.
Besides conducting and performing,
Mr. Levy is also active in composition.
Perhaps contrary to popular belief, Mr.
Levy’s composing is a newly-found love,
inspired by Fred G aines’ request for him
to write some incidental music for
Lawrence’s production of The Crucible
in the Fall of 1980. This request served
as a catalyst for Mr. Levy’s compos
ing—ten years ago, he says, w riting was
difficult because ideas came slowly to
him. Having to focus on composing the
music for a particular scene in The
Crucible helped him to focus his ideas.
Now the difficulty is not a shortage, but
rather an overabundance of ideas. In the
past two years Mr. Levy has written
three pieces, two of which were
premiered at Lawrence, and one which
was performed at the Tidewater Music
Festival this summer. While composing
is ju st as im portant to Mr. Levy as his
conducting and performing, he feels he
has been influenced more by other com
posers than by other conductors or
trum peters. He feels this is due to com
posers’ different insights about the pro
cess of music—composing is a more per
sonal, more introverted aspect of music.
The late American composer Alec
Wilder, with whom Mr. Levy was
associated for fifteen years, has been
especially influential in Mr. Levy’s
career.
Mr. Levy’s outside interests include
poetry, dogs, tennis, and softball. He is
especially proud of the trum pet-horn
studio’s come-from-behind 7-6 victory
last May over Fred “ the Babe” Sturm
and the low brass in a game where Levy
pitched two scoreless innings in relief.
He also recalls with zeal the Conser
vatory’s 17-15 victory over the Sinfonians a t the Conservatory picnic last
June.

CML tutoring decentralized
by M artha Girard
Following a May 1982 recommenda
tion by the Committee on Instruction,
the Lawrence faculty voted to decen
tralize the tutoring program. The effect
of the decision is a shift of responsibility
for tutorial arrangem ents from the Col
lege Methods Lab to individual depart
ments, significantly altering the role of
the C.M.L.
The restructured C.M.L., headed by
Dean Lauter, includes three separate
departm ents: a Study Skills Lab, run by
Ronna Tasch; a W riting Skills Lab, run
by Linda Stanley and a M ath Skills Lab
which will begin operation after an ap
propriate coordinator is hired. Both
T a sc h an d S ta n le y a re tr a in e d
specialists in their fields. Stanley, new
to CML this year, has a B.A. and
M asters degree in English at the Univer
sity of Colorado-Boulder. She taught col
lege courses in composition at the
University of Wisconsin at Fox Valley
and the University of Wisconsin at
Oshkosh and a com puter assisted course
on basic sentence structure at Fox
Valley Tech.
The W riting Lab offers students an
opportunity to improve general writing
skills. It is composed of five regular and
five a ltern ate faculty-recom m ended
C.M.L.-trained student tutors. Lab
policy states th a t students can not
receive help for papers in progress
without consent of their instructor, and
then only when tutorial assistance is
noted next to the honor pledge.
Students enrolled in Freshman Studies
are encouraged to consult their instruc
tor before seeking help a t the W riting
Lab since the course itself is designed to
increase writing skills.
The highly structured Study Skills
departm ent will feature nine workships
focusing on skills such as how to take an
objective test, take notes, preview a
text, and time management.
The first workshop, on time manage
ment. is scheduled for Wednesday, Oc
tober 13 from 4:10 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Thursday, October 14 from 11:10 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. According to Ronna Tasch
the workshop will teach students how to
make “ flexible time management flow

charts for the day, week, and term .” The
time m anagement workshop will be held
in the new lab-lounge located on the first
floor of Mursell, but Tasch hopes to use
residence halls for future sessions.
Dean Lauter believes th at the C.M.L.
should deal directly with skills most
needed by students and th a t the new
3-branch organization embodies that
role. Lauter stressed th at the writing
tutors will be highly trained. Part of this
training includes a trip to Stevens Point
for a meeting with writing lab specialist
Mary Croft. Lauter, enthusiastic about
the program, said, “ it looks like it’s go
ing to work.”

Funds for the C.M.L. are met partially
by the University directly and partially
by an annual federal grant from the
Educational Development Program. The
University qualifies for the grant with
89 Lawrentians who are first generation
college students and whose family in
come falls within 150% of the federal
poverty guidelines or are physically han
dicapped.
For an appointm ent a t the C.M.L. go
to Mursell or phone the appropriate lab:
—phone Study Skills Lab. ext. 6658 or
6659 and
—W riting Skills Lab, ext. 6644 or
6659.

The W riting Lab
M ursell C en ter

Monday—Thursday
Appointments:
1:00 p.m— 3:00 p.m.

Dial

Extension 6659/6644

Lab Hours: M&W, 3 -6 p.m.
T Ö TH, 9 a.m .—1 p.m
A cervice of the College Methods Lab
Linda Stanley, W riting Sk ills Specialist

I L
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The 25* Personals

PEGGY YOU HERMIT—Hope that ankle
gets better soon so we can go out on an
avenue.
________z J W B udson 4 th
PQ—Do you know where your food face is?

_______________ _______—Little Chucker
IF YOU POSSESS a copy of “Everything
You Know is Wrong” by the Firesign
Theatre, on either record or cassette, please,
please call me, Tim Buckingham, at ext.
6861. I would like to use is for a program on
WLFM.
TROUT—Like, you have something sitting
on your face.
_____________ ___
—Bare
FUZZY DUCKERS—All poodles will be
shot at dawn!
ALL FUZZY DUCKERS: Instructions
from Headquarters: At the sign of a poodle,
SHOOT TO KILL!!!__________- L , A , T, & B
KOCHS—Sorority life is NOT for j>oodles!
LIS, ANNIE. TROUT & B A R E -A U
poodles must be SPAYED._______________
LAWRENTIANS—9 a.m. IS dawn.
ALL POODLES—Sat. 9 a.m. Ormsby. Be
there. PREPARE TO D I E . ________
BERGEN—It is better to be safe than go
poof Sincerely yours, R. Neckerson
MOI—Things are wierd, but so are we.
_________________________________ —Foom
MURRY K—You’ve put up with a lot so
the first dinner in Memphis is on me.
___________________________ —Love, Sophie
‘Well, it’s 40 below
but don’t give a f_uck;
got a heater in my truck
and it’s off to the rodeo..._______________
AJL—In honour of you, a toast to all
th in g s historical, french and edible.
Yeaahh..-buddy.________________________ _
BERGIE—hope you liked the tickets.

ATTENTION LAWRENCE WOMAN! 1
am in intelligent, fairly attractive freshman
who has had no luck breaking into the LU
dating scene. I am down on luck and would
like some help getting it up. If you could
help, give me a call at ext. 6857. I’ll be
waiting!___________________ —J. Singer
D.R.—Pac-man was never one of my
favorites, and besides, don't you play it by
yourself?
____________________
SUKI gonna luki for some MAKEUP and a
JOB.
_____________________________
"The death of democracy is not likely to be
an assination from ambush. It will be a slow
extinction from apathy, indifference and
undernourishment.”
Robert Maynard
_____________
H utchins
"The long mechanic pacings to and fro, the
set gray life, and apathetic end." Tennyson
DEAREST DAVE P ISA N I-W atch out
for pigeons, P.S. wash your hair.
_____________________ —The Gang
DEAR DAVE PISANI—A bottle of wine,
the London air, Springsteen, and of course a
scarf. Need there to be more. All my love.
___ _____________________________ Elise T.
GEORGE WINSTON T IC K E TS-Best
seats in the house. Contact Mike Purdo,
x6898__________________________________
TO
MY
PLEDGE
CLA SS
OF
THREE—Get psyched only one more week!
CAN AN AMILKE K IS S -W h at are you
wearing for your halloween costume? Have
you gone to the weight loss clinic yet?_____
LOST—Boxes of clothes and other per
sonal belongings while at the London Study
Center last Spring. Stored in Plantz Hall (I
thought). If you have any information please
call Katy Schwartz at X6883._____________

To market, to market
continued from page 1

presently held by Ann Norman. Until
this fall Norman worked mostly on the
first-hand recruitm ent of prospective
students. Now eighty percent of her
tim e will be spent on com puter research.
And, in keeping w ith Law rence’s
strongest selling point, personal atten 
tion for the student, the Admission Of
fice will have ‘‘more and better com
p uter support so we can respond more
personally to student inquiries.”
W hat these decisions imply is a selfeducation in the Admission Office—an
analytical approach not unlike the one
e n c o u ra g e d by th e lib e ra l a r ts
philosophy. More im portantly, however,
Busse and his staff refuse to be rash —to
m ake a change based on anything but a
thorough consideration of the university
and its present position among similar
institutions.
Typically, the bulk of this year’s
freshman class hails from the Midwest,
with 51 percent coming from Wisconsin
alone. While Lawrence and specifically,
the Admission Office, are often criticiz
ed by students for recruiting a single
type of student and too few prospectives
from beyond th e M idwest, Busse
responds to the attack s with more
research. He quotes a national survey;
about 90 percent of all college students
atten d a school within 500 miles of their

home. Lawrence’s own study reveals
th at 45 to 50 percent of those adm itted
from Wisconsin actually m atriculate as
do 35 to 40 percent of those Illinois
residents who are accepted. “The fur
ther you go from the college,” Busse ex
plains, “ the lower your yield. This is not
new; its been with us for years.” Busse
wants to hold on to Lawrence’s national
recognition but he insists th at his office
m ust focus on the area most likely to
deliver the enrollment th a t the Universi
ty needs. The Midwestern m ajority is
currently being seen as an advan
ta g e -o n e loyal figure in the continuous
guessing game of Lawrence’s rolling
(but “ selective”) admissions.
So with the statistics in and the profile
of the freshman class completed, Busse
elaborated on the various causes of this
year's dram atic decline in enrollment.
L ast year, the threat of federal loan cuts
interferred in the application process
throughout the country. “There’s no
question,” Busse admits, “th a t price
and availability of funds are an issue.
Federal cutbacks were not as bad as we
expected but people considering colleges
believed what they read.” According to
Busse a respected Colorado organization
estim ated th a t applications to private
schools were down two percent last year.
By July admission deposits were down
six percent. Busse views Lawrence’s
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Campus in Briefs
Leftovers
Extra Zoo Books are available ior *2. See
Nola Ward at the Office of Campus Life.

Democracy in Action
L.U.C.C. hall representative elections will be held on October 12th. Packets con
taining information are available at the front desk of your hall.
Fraternities and off-campus students vote in Downer and Brokaw residents
vote in Coleman
Passage to India
Attention: Anyone interested in India or the ACM India Studies Program?
There will be a slide show and a question and answer session on Tuesday, October 13
at 6 p.m. in the W orcester A rt Center lecture hall. Namaskar!
Discovering Japan
“Why is Mary Tak. wintering in Tokyo this year? Find out about the Japan
Study Program for yourself. A representative from the ACM Japan Program will be
on campus to answer all questions next Tuesday, October 12th. She will meet with
interested students a t 12:15 in Riverview Lounge. For more details contact the
Lawrence program representative, Professor Doeringer.
TIM E MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP(S)
College Methods Lab Study Skills Specialist Ronna Tasch will begin the
workshop series this coming week. The first workshop related to study skills will
help Lawrence students create a flexible daily, weekly and term schedule. The 50
minute presentations will take place in the new CML lounge on the first floor of
Mursell Building. Hand-outs and an evaluation will be part of the workshops. Ms.
Tasch would like students to come with an informal daily schedule of how they have
been spending every minute for the 3-5 days prior to the workshop. Students are
also instructed to bring: exam schedules, class syllabus, work and meeting schedule
and a monthly calendar (Campus Life type). The workshops will be held on Wednes
day, October 13th, from 4:10-5:00 and Thursday, October 14th, from 11:10-12:00.
Please contact Ms. Tasch for further information at extension 6658. Receptionist of
fice hours are 1-3 M-Th., ext. 6644.
Monkey Business
Thursday, October 14, from 12:00-1:15 the movie First Signs of Washoe will be
shown. The movie is from the Nova series—Chimpanzees learn how to communicate
with humans by using sign language. Join us for lunch and an interesting movie at
th e Gold Room in Downer.
Vocational Insurgents
In honor of its well known piece of lounge furniture Trever Hall has established
a series of mini-workshops entitled, The Purple Couch Classics. The series will em
phasize practical skills appl.cable to a stu d en t’s life at Lawrence. Taught by people
of the community who have special knowledge in each of the topic areas, the
workshops will range from Stress M anagement to Bicycle Repair to Sexuality and
Fitness.
The workshops will be held weekly on Thursday evenings a t 7 p.m. in Trever
Lounge, and will last about one hour. Schedules with more details will be distributed
to you in your residence hall.
The first Purple Couch Classic: Bartending, presented by Jill Stoddard from G.
W hillaker’s Tavern/Centre Stage Lounge, will be held October 14.
situation as a common problem, na
tionally: “The number of students is not
a local phenomenon. We have to put it in
perspective. T here’s a decrease in
demographics; we knew this was com
ing.”
As for the waiting list problem
discussed in last week’s Lawrentian,
Busse clarified what happened to the 35
students who made the last-minute deci
sion not to attend Lawrence. “Today
more schools have longer lists and
they’re pulling students off those lists
later in the year; I would question if this
is educationally sound.” As late as midA ugust five adm itted students switched
from Lawrence to prestigious Eastern
schools. About a third of the 35 students
decided to attend public schools and

two-thirds were successfully tempted by
the formidable waiting lists of other in
stitutions.
Now a concerned Lawrence Communi
ty will be balancing the “ tough
tim es’ against the survival methods pos
ed by the Admission Office. Busse says
of the consultants and their reports;
“They didn’t tell us anything new but
sometimes when an outside person
comes in with some objectivity you have
more force to implement these things.
Right now there’s an air of confidence in
the office.” If this is true we should see
the value of m arket research transform
into something more tangible—plenty of
Lawrentians with diverse personalities
and backgrounds.
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Kennedy clan feeds net ladies go goodies
by M ental Nemesis
The W omen’s Tennis team is virtually
undefeated this season, playing the best
tennis the U niversity has seen in a cou
ple of years. They started the season at
UW Green Bay and came home with a 6
to 3 victory. The W hitewater Invita
tional was a slightly different story. The
Vikings finished 7th ju st edging out
W hitew ater’s JV team and some other
menial squad. Aside from th a t rather
disappointing day, the tennis team has
been totally awesome.
L ast weekend, M ary’s girls headed to
Kenosha for a quicky meet against
Parkside before going to the ACM Tour
nam ent in Beloit. Despite rather intense
winds, everyone “ responded” to the con
ditions and LU blew Parkside away 8 to
1. Leslie’s mom, dad and sister, Melissa
came over from their home in Kenosha
and presented the team w ith a carload of
goodies to eat.
The ACM Tournam ent, which is the
b est com petition Lawrence has during
their season has so far been the
highlight of their activities. After they
got over the initial disappointm ent of
not being able to stay in one of Beloit’s
dorms for the weekend and having to
settle instead for the Midway Motor
Lodge in Janesville, they settled down
for two days of fierce exciting play.
The first day was the singles portion
of the tournam ent. Lawrence did not fair
too well but individual efforts by Sarah

Pabst and freshman Kirsten Palmquist
helped Lawrence maintain a 6th place
standing. Sarah Pabst played three
tough matches to reach the finals at the
number six singles position and left the
Janesville Racquet Club Saturday night
minus one pair of blue sweat pants, a

Kicker’s look sicker
Sports fans may be alarmed to learn of
th e Lawrence soccer team 's second
shutout loss of the season, 3-0 at
Carleton. Soccer fans, however, should
tak e heart. We are playing well, no m at
te r how little we have to show for it. An
established artistic success, we simply
need an E rn est Hemingway to show us
how to score.
Still, we are a fun lot to travel with.
Experienced Scott Stephenson is a
veritable m otherload of interesting
an ectdotes-just don’t drink from his
magic cup. Team doodler Kirk Ryan can

.

H E I D I eyes goodies.

against Ripon. Senior Heidi Berres and
Kirsten Palmquist, who had reached the
semifinals the day before, staged upset
after upset in their quest for the crown.
They eliminated Grinnell’s number one
team in two sets: 6-4, 6-4 and Carleton in
an intense three set match.
In other doubles action, Lawrence’s
number three doubles team, Leslie Ken
nedy and Susy Lurie defeated defending
champions Lake Forest before losing in
the Semi-finals to the champions,
Carleton. Coach Poulson summed up the
weekend by announcing th a t she had
seen the best tennis Lawrence has
played in a long time.
Still stiff and bruised from the
weekend, it took the tennis team well in
to nightfall to beat St. Norbert College
on Tuesday. W inning in singles were
Kirsten Palm quist and Emily Copeland.
Lawrence then swept the doubles to win
the meet. Emily was definitely the
player of th e day as she easily
eliminated her opponent and then team 
ed up with Margee Lavelle to win the
number two doubles spot.
The team sure appreciated all of the
spectators who came to see the St.
Norbert meet. For those of you who
missed it, you will have another oppor
tunity tomorrow a t 2:00 p.m. Lawrence
will play Carroll College hoping to bring
their record to 4 and 0.

self-inflicted injury, eighty hard fought
games, but none the less a silver medal
for her second place finish. (We re proud
of you Solonge). Doubles play on Sunday
turned out to be even more exciting as
Lawrence captured the number one
doubles title in a close three set match

E X C U S E m e w hile I b oot.

also do wonderful things with discarded
box lunches. And, of course, we m ust
not forget Tony Nicandrou’s now in
famous college student impersonation.
Before I forget, we did play a soccer
game in between bu9 rides. Though
Carleton enjoyed a territorial advantage
most of the game, Lawrence had its
share of chances. Energetic striker
Frank Meier consistently bothered the
Carleton fullbacks, while Dan Browdie
quickly earned the defense’s respect
with his varied array of midfield skills.
Carleton earned all three of its goals.
Captain Kirk Ryan anchored an interna
tional defense th a t is gradually learning
to communicate. From Africa comes
Osai Poku, a deadly striker of the ball;
from Cyprus comes Tony Nicandrou, a
deadly striker of ju st about anything:
from C a lifo rn ia com es m y s te ry
freshman Casey Sloan. C urt Laumann
gives local flavor and sophomoric en
thusiasm to this dour bunch.
The offense is also a mixed lot. Left
winger Paul Jenkins seems to have lost
his once mighty left-footed shot. “ I can’t
figure out why I ’m so pathetic lately,’’
Jenkins said upon self-analysis. Freu
dian Chuck Esler cites Jen k in s’ impo
tent id as the lazy senior’s biggest pro
blem.
But nobody is scoring on this well
read team. Mike Razor is lost in Homer,
and freshman Dan Browdie is still preoc
cupied with Dewey Dell. Winger Chris
W hitman reads as little as possible, but
is preoccupied with his mustache.
So, you see, we realize only too well
the triviality of all this mindless fun.
Rick Sasenick most accurately sums up
the teams attitude: “ I mean, I only went
so I wouldn’t have to take the quiz until
Monday.”
-P A U L JE N K IN S

Landis’ End
off on the right foot. The varsity sta tu s
was a long tim e coming and well deserv
ed.
I w ant to know who those people are in
the pictures of the Lawrence A thletics
brochures pasted on the wall of the
Union. T hey’re located ju s t inside the
w est door and if any one knows who any
of these m ystery athletes are. I ’d ap
preciate the information.
Condolences go out to J.B . Rees,
former sports editor and outstanding
hum anitarian. J.B . will undergo major
knee surgery in Evanston next week.
H e’ll be staying a t the E vanston
hospital, but, cards, flowers, etc. can be
sent via his family. J.B . implores,
“ PLEA SE, no cast jokes.”
—JO H N LANDIS, Sports Editor

In the future I plan on using this
space to voice any comments or opinions
I m ight have regarding Lawrence
athletics. Presently, I ’m too busy learn*
ing the ropes of sports editing to come
up with anything which m ight be
halfway interesting. Editing the sports
section is a brutal undertaking and thus
far I ’ve been overwhelmed by the
responsibilities. In addition, the trea t
m ent I ’ve received from one of my head
editors hasn’t helped the situation. I
won’t mention her name.
Three things do come to mind which
need to be mentioned. Congratulations
to the women’s soccer team on their vic
tory over U.W. W hitewater. Women’s
soccer is in its first year as a varsity
sport and it ’s good to see them getting

Midwest
Matchup

Record: Lawrence: 2-1 Beloit: 3-1
Common Opponents: none thus far.

Strengths: Lawrence: Rushing and Passing
Offense. Beloit: Rushing Offense, Overall

LAW RENCE (2-1)

Size.
Weaknesses: Lawrence: Suspect Defense,
Inexperience. Beloit: Passing Offense, Speed
Key Matchups: Lawrence running back
Scott Reppert (555 yards in 3 games) vs.
Beloit defensive line. Beloit rushing attack
(400 yards vs. Grinnell last week) vs. LU
defensive line.
Players to watch: Former Viking Mark
Murphy may see action in the Beloit
backfield. LU quarterback Ron Roberts may
be passing more after a mid-week LU
coaching rotation.

vs.
BELOIT (3-1)

Midwest Conference Football
Won-Loss Records in Non-Conference Games

T he
LAWRENTIAN
Next Week: Davis; the man,
the myth, the track coach

W

L

W

L

W

L

Lake Forest

3

0

Ripon

2

2

Monmouth

1

3

Beloit

3

1

Cornell

2

2

Grinnell

1

3

Carleton

2

1

Knox

1

2

Coe

1

Lawrence

2

1

Chicago

0

3
4

Games Saturday, October 9
Carleton at Monmouth (Homecoming)

Coe at Knox

Chicago at Lake Forest (Homecoming)
Cornell at Grinnell

Lawrence at Beloit
Ripon at St. Norbert (non-conference)

